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•Potential Energy Surface(s)
•Dipole Moment Surface
•Exploration of the PES
•Experiments - low-resolutions predissociation, action spectra
•Diffusion Monte Carlo Zero-Point
•Multimode Calculations of the low-res spectrum
H5+
0 52 cm-1
Potential energy and dipole moment surfaces done
in 2005 - permutationally invariant, CCSD(T)/aVTZ
Diffusion Monte Carlo calculations of the zero-point
Proton-hopping and twirling H2
[PES:  Xie, Braams, and Bowman, JCP (2005)]
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42,525 ab initio energies CCSD(T)-F12b/cc-pVQZ-F12 theory, 
and dipole moments calculated at MP2 level of theory 
Max order = 7 resulting in 739 terms
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While torsionally fluxional the overall structure is “solvated” H3+
However, there is an exchange Pathway
Dipole Moment Cuts (from Full-Dimensional DMS Fits)
Vibrational  VSCF/VCI Calculations using MULTIMODE
! = !VSCF0,0,0,... + {!Virtual States} The usual virtual state “CI”, with the usual exponential scaling and worse for vibrational 
problems, high dimensional quadratures for potential 
matrix elements.
An option to select a subset of modes to couple - we use this for 
H7+ to focus on the 4/5 highest frequency modes.
Perform the reduced mode calculations at the three stationary 
points in recognition of the floppiness of the complex.
n-mode representation of 
the potential
An elaborate selection scheme for the excitation space
Results from Three Stationary Points
Comparison with Experiment (Duncan and co-workers)
Intense band at 2177 (H5+) and 1615 (D5+) predicted
Ab Initio “Line-list” Spectra from MULTIMODE
VPT2/ab initio FF: Fortenberry, Huang, Lee, Francisco, Crawford (2011)
VPT2/ab initio FF: Stanton, Continetti (Exp) (2011)
Also, variational calculations with a new PES - Mladenovic (2013)
2014 Guo and co-workers, excellent agreement with us, esp for cis-OH 
stretch at 3438 cm-1
Unpublished Results for cis-HOCO
OH stretch not seen exp in cis-HOCO.  Overtones of the OH-stretch 
mode promote predissociation to H+CO2 
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